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"Manifest Destiny""Manifest desire""Manifest
Destiny"

"Manifest Destiny"John o Sullivane
Dernocrutic ReviewManifest Destiny

(our Manifest Destiny (is) to overspread the continent allotted by providence for the
development of our yearly multiplying millions sulliva)






           



Combin-
ing the land grabing with political idealism they (the Expansionists) proclaimed that it was the mani-
fest destiny of the united states to extend the benefits of the democratic institutions and way of life
over as wide as area as possible" - H.B. Parkes
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Westward Movement



The West ward movemet - regarded as the central theme
of American History down to the end of the 19th Century and as the main factor in shaping of the
American nationality- H.B. Parkes
     
Manifest Destiny



Manifest Destiny
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The westward movement - regarded as the central theme of American history down to
the end of the 19th century and as the main factor in shaping of the American nationality" H.B. Parkes
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MODEL QUESTION PAPER 
M.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION 

Fourth  Semester 
History  

Paper V  — HISTORY OF U.S.A. (1773 - 1945) 
 

Time : Three hours             Maximum : 70 marks 
Answer ONE question from each Unit. 

All questions carry equal marks. 
 
1. (a) Write about the early British settlement on American Soil.    
           అ క  ల  రంభ  ం  ం  యం . 

                                                       Or 

     (b) Evaluate the Life of John Adams. 

            ఆడ   అంచ  యం . 

2.  (a) Write about the American Constitution. 

            అ  ంగం ం  యం . 

                                                             Or 

       (b)  Write about Thomas Jerrerson and his Policies.   

  మ  రర  మ  అత  ల ం  యం  

3. (a)  What are the Causes for American Civil War?         

            అ  అంత  ర  ఏ ? 

                                                       Or 

     (b) Write about the Life of Abraham Lincoin.      

            అ బహం ం  తం ం  యం . 

4.  (a)  Evaluate American Imperialism in the Philippines.      

             అ క  జ  అంచ  యం  

                                                          Or 

    (b)  Describe the causes for the American entry into the Second World War. 

            ండవ పపంచ దం  అ  ప ంచ  గల ర ల  వ ంచం . 

5. (a) Write about the US use of Atomic Bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.     

            మ  గ  US అ  ం  ఉప ంచడం ం  యం . 
                                                                   Or 
    (b)  Critically evaluate the causes for the Failure of League of Nations.        
            ఆ  ష  ఫ  ర ల  మర త కం  ంచం . 


